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Objectives of the weekly newscast lesson 
 
‐ to develop listening skills at the CLB 4 level 

 
‐ to increase vocabulary among learners 

 
‐ to increase knowledge of news stories 
 
- to provide a self‐study tool, as well as, an ESL classroom 
resource 
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News story #1  Memorial for International Students  

Do you have insurance here in Canada?  What would happen if you were in an accident?  This is a 

sad story about international students killed in a car accident outside of Edmonton. 

Before you listen to the first news story, complete this vocabulary activity. It will help you to 

understand the listening more easily. 

Vocabulary 

Choose the group of synonyms (words with similar meaning) that best match each of the 
vocabulary words.  Answers are in the appendix. 

Answer Word from the story Related words 

 1)   former a)   deceased 
       person who died 

 2)  survivor b)   plans 
       organized events 

 3)  victim c)   ceremony 
      time to remember 

 4)  active d)   before now    
       preceding time 

 5)  memorial  e)   permission paper 
       notice to allow access 

 6)   visa f)    participator 
       joiner 

 7)   arrangements g)   remaining alive 
       fortunate person 

Now listen to the first news story from the audio file.  

Listening Activity: Short Answer 

Read and answer the questions below. Answers are in the appendix.  

1. How many people were involved in the deadly crash? 

2. Where were the students from? 

3. When and where did the accident happen? 

4. How many students lost their lives? 

5. Who is Zheng Kang? 

6. What did Kang say about the victims? 

7. What happened on Wednesday evening at the University of Alberta? 

8. How is the Chinese government helping the victim’s family members? 

 

Discussion Question:  Do you have an ICE (In Case of Emergency) phone number programmed into 

your phone?  Who would you call if you had trouble here in Alberta? 
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News story #2 War Continues in the Ukraine 

What is the war about in the Ukraine? Why are Russian-supported rebels fighting government troops 

in the Ukraine?  This story discusses how the government has lost a railway centre named Debaltseve. 

Before you listen to the second news story, complete this vocabulary activity. It will help you to 

understand the listening more easily. 

Vocabulary 

Use one of the vocabulary words below to complete the sentences. Answers are in the appendix. 

relentless never ending, continuing 

backed supported by someone 

separatists rebel soldiers fighting against the government 

captive kidnapped; to take and keep someone against their will 

heavy losses suffering great loss of life or supplies 

intense shelling strong, focused bombing of a certain location 

surrender to give up; to admit defeat; to let someone else win 

cease-fire an agreement to stop shooting guns or dropping bombs 

Extra definitions to help you understand the reading:  

to fall to (someone/some group) – to be defeated by 

lay down arms – to put down their weapons 

1. The city experienced ____________________ that destroyed many buildings. 

2. When one side is experiences  __________________ they may want to _________________. 

3. Many European residents would like to see a ____________________ in the Ukraine. 

4. When soldiers are taken ____________________ they may be sent to jail. 

5. People may not understand why the _____________________ are fighting the government.  

6. Learning the history of the area may help you understand why the rebels are 

________________ by Russia. 

7. When people have a strong belief in something they may be ________________ in their support. 

Now listen to the second news story from the audio file. 

Listening Activity: True/False 

Decide whether the statements below are true or false. Answers are in the appendix. 

1. ____ After days of fighting, the Ukrainian railway centre Debaltseve fell. 

2. ____ Russian-backed separatists have taken control of the railway centre. 

3. ____ Government troops have taken hundreds of rebels captive. 

4. ____Government troops experienced heavy losses and unpleasant situations. 

5. ____ The Ukraine president asked Russia on Tuesday to admit defeat. 

6. ____ European leaders arranged a cease-fire deal but fighting still continues. 

Discussion Question 

Why is Russia supporting separatists in the Ukraine?  What do you know about the history of this 

Eastern European area? 
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News story #3 Canadian Beagle is America’s Top Dog 

Do you have a pet?  Are you interested in animal shows?  The Westminster Kennel Club hosts a 

famous dog show in New York and this story is about a Canadian dog winning the championship. 

Before you listen to the third news story, complete this vocabulary activity. It will help 

you to understand the listening more easily. 

Vocabulary      Match the words with their definitions. Answers are in the appendix. 

Answer Word Definition 

 1. beagle a) the best among all the choices 

 2. champion b) to have three colours 

 3. a mile a minute c) winner of a competition 

 4. top dog d) a famous American business man and TV personality 

 5. packed e) an animal shelter; often where animals are trained or bred 

 6. kennel f) to show up or be a guest on a show 

 7. tri-coloured g) a breed of dog; a small dog with long ears and short legs 

 8. make an appearance h) famous theatres in Manhattan New York 

 9. Donald Trump i) moving very quickly 

 10. Broadway  j) To be very crowded; many people in a small place 

Now listen to the third news story from the audio file. 

Listening:  Noting details 

After you listen to the audio, try to fill in the main ideas from the story in this table. 

Who ? Details 

Miss P - 

- 

- 

- 

There is no prize money 
but Miss P: 

- 

- 

- 

- 

Discussion Question 

What do you think of the idea of dog shows? Do you think they are a waste of money or a valuable 

form of entertainment?   
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Language Focus 

Prepositions 

Prepositions – we use prepositions to show the relationship of an object to the rest of the sentence 

or to another object, place or person.  Prepositions usually explain time, location, direction, source, 

or a logical relationship.  Here are some common examples of prepositions and when to use them: 

Prepositions 
of time 

 Prepositions 
of place 

 

on  days of the week on  on top of something 
in  months, years 

 a certain amount of time 

in  in a large space (city, park) 

 in an event (participating) 

at  a certain time 

 night 

at  location of action 

 events (watching) 
after  later than an event/time from  movement away from a place 

 where something originates 

for  over a certain period of time around  to circle something 

since  from a time until now to  movement towards  

The preposition of has many uses, and is often confusing for students.  

 Use of to show reference 

 Use of to show a connection or relation to something 

 Use of to show possession or belonging 

 Use of to show a number or an amount of something 

Read the sentences from the third story and try to figure out which prepositions go in the blanks.  There 

are some prepositions that are not listed above. Listen to the third news story again and check your 

answers. 

Wagging her tail a mile a minute, Miss P became America's top dog _____ Tuesday night_____ 

winning best _____  show _____  a big surprise _____ the Westminster Kennel Club.  She won_____ 

__________  a packed crowd_____ Madison Square Garden _____  New York. There's no prize 

money_____ winning Westminster.  But the tri-colored Miss P made appearances _____  morning 

TV shows, had a meeting_____ Donald Trump, lunch_____ the famous Manhattan restaurant 

Sardi's and a walk-on part_____  the Broadway musical "Kinky Boots." 

Prepositional phrases  

A prepositional phrase is a group of words that begins with a preposition and ends with a noun, 

gerund (a verb ending in ing that acts as a noun) or pronoun.  The object of the prepositional phrase 

will usually have modifiers, which are also included in the prepositional phrase. 

    Formation of the prepositional phrase:  

    preposition + noun, pronoun, gerund, or clause 

Put brackets around the prepositional phrases of the third news story above.  

http://grammar.about.com/od/pq/g/prepositerm.htm
http://grammar.about.com/od/mo/g/objecterm.htm
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Transcripts of Weekly news stories 

 FEBRUARY 20TH WEEKLY NEWS STORIES  TIME 

Introduction Hi, this is Don Bell. You’re listening to Learning English with CBC for 

February 20th. 

0:00 

Story 1 Four young people who were involved in a deadly crash on Highway 2 

were international students from China. Their SUV rolled over just south 

of Edmonton Monday morning. Three of the four were killed...two men 

and a woman, all in their early twenties.  Two were students at the 

University of Alberta, the other was a former student. The survivor is a 

21-year-old woman, also a former student.  Zheng Kang, president of the 

Alberta Chinese Students Association, said many students knew the 

victims and at least one was active in the student body. A memorial was 

held Wednesday evening at the University of Alberta. The Chinese 

government helped get visas for family members to allow them to visit 

Canada to make funeral arrangements. 

0:13 

Story 2 After weeks of relentless fighting, the Ukrainian railway centre of 

Debaltseve (deh - BALT- sev-ah) fell Wednesday to Russia-backed 

separatists. The rebels say they have taken hundreds of soldiers captive. 

One Ukrainian soldier spoke of heavy government losses, while others 

said they had not been able to get food or water or even get to a toilet 

because of intense rebel shelling.  Russian President Vladimir Putin 

on Tuesday had asked Ukraine to admit defeat in the town, saying "the 

only choice" of the Ukrainian troops was to "lay down arms and 

surrender." The fierce fighting around Debaltseve had continued on 

despite a cease-fire deal arranged by European leaders. 

1:24 

Story 3 A four year old Canadian-born beagle is now a champion. Wagging her 

tail a mile a minute, Miss P became America's top dog on Tuesday night 

by winning best in show in a big surprise at the Westminster Kennel Club. 

She won in front of a packed crowd at Madison Square Garden in New 

York.There's no prize money for winning Westminster.  But the tri-

colored Miss P made appearances on morning TV shows, had a meeting 

with Donald Trump, lunch at the famous Manhattan restaurant Sardi's 

and a walk-on part in the Broadway musical "Kinky Boots." 

2:29 
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Answer keys 

News story 1 

Vocabulary 

Answer Word from the story Related words 

d 1)   former a)   deceased 
       person who died 

g 2)  survivor b)   plans 
       organized events 

a 3)  victim c)   ceremony 
      time to remember 

f 4)  active d)   before now    
       preceding time 

c 5)  memorial  e)   permission paper 
       notice to allow access 

e 6)   visa f)    participator 
       joiner 

b 7)   arrangements g)   remaining alive 
       fortunate person 

 

Listening 

1. How many people were involved in the deadly crash? Four 

2. Where were the students from? China 

3. When and where did the accident happen? On Highway 2 South of Edmonton on Monday 

morning 

4. How many students lost their lives? Three 

5. Who is Zheng Kang? President of the Alberta Chinese Students Association 

6. What did Kang say about the victims?  Many students knew them and at least one was 

active in the student body 

7. What happened on Wednesday evening at the University of Alberta? There was a 

memorial for the students 

8. How is the Chinese government helping the victim’s family members? The Chinese 

government is helping the families to get visas to visit Canada and make funeral 

arrangements. 

 

News story 2 

Vocabulary 

1. The city experienced   intense shelling   that destroyed many buildings. 

2. When one side is experiences    heavy losses   they may want to  surrender. 

3. Many European residents would like to see a   cease-fire   in the Ukraine. 
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4. When soldiers are taken   captive they may be sent to jail. 

5. People may not understand why the separatists are fighting the government.  

6. Learning the history of the area may help you understand why the rebels are backed by Russia. 

7. When people have a strong belief in something they may be   relentless   in their support. 

Listening 

1. __F__ After days of fighting, the Ukrainian railway centre Debaltseve fell. 

2. __T__ Russian backed separatists have taken control of the railway centre. 

3. __F__ Government troops have taken hundreds of rebels captive. 

4. __T__Government troops experienced heavy losses and unpleasant situations. 

5. __F__ The Ukraine president asked Russia on Tuesday to admit defeat. 

6. __T__ European leaders arranged a cease-fire deal but fighting still continues. 

 

News story 3 

Vocabulary 

Answer Word Definition 

g 1. beagle a) the best among all the choices 

c 2. champion b) to have three colours 

i 3. a mile a minute c) winner of a competition 

a 4. top dog d) a famous American business man and TV personality 

j 5. packed e) an animal shelter; often where animals are trained or bred 

e 6. kennel f) to show up or be a guest on a show 

b 7. tri-coloured g) a breed of dog; a small dog with long ears and short legs 

f 8. make an appearance h) famous theatres in Manhattan, New York 

d 9. Donald Trump i) moving very quickly 

h 10. Broadway  j) to be very crowded; many people in a small place 

 

Listening 

Who ? Details 

Miss P - 4-year-old Canadian-born beagle 

- became America’s top-dog on Tuesday night 

- Won best in show at the Westminster Kennel Club 

- Won at Madison Square Gardens 
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There is no prize money 
but Miss P: 

- made appearances on morning TV shows 

- had a meeting with Donald Trump 

- had lunch at Sardi’s, a famous Manhattan restaurant 

- had a walk-on part in a Broadway musical 

 

Language Focus 

Wagging her tail a mile a minute, Miss P became America's top dog (on Tuesday night) (by winning) 

(best in show) (in a big surprise) (at the Westminster Kennel Club).  She won (in front of a packed 

crowd) (at Madison Square Garden) (in New York. There's no prize money (for winning 

Westminster).  But the tri-colored Miss P made appearances (on morning TV shows), had a meeting 

(with Donald Trump), lunch (at the famous Manhattan restaurant Sardi's) and a walk-on part (in the 

Broadway musical "Kinky Boots. )" 


